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The ultimate how-to book about brand storytelling Brand storytelling is all the
rage in marketing. But few books explain how to go about cultivating and
promoting that story. This is the book that does. StoryBranding 2.0 is an updated
edition of the award-winning, best-selling book that has sparked enthusiasm
among marketing luminaries, CEOs, entrepreneurs, and personal branding
advocates. Developing your brand’s story must start with an understanding of
what a story really is and how it is structured. Then, using this essential structure
as scaffolding, you can begin to answer specific questions that will help you
develop your brand’s most authentic story—the story that will do the most to
capture the hearts and minds of prospects. As your brand sets out to overcome
obstacles in order to achieve its goals, you will: • be guided every step of the way
towards defining who your brand is and why it exists. • learn how to use a unique
immersion technique that will help you achieve greater empathy with your most
likely prospects. • know how to overcome controllable obstacles standing in the
way of your brand’s success. • learn how to tell your brand’s story so that it truly
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resonates with prospects. • find ways to galvanize support for your brand’s story
throughout your organization. • see how the StoryBranding process can be
applied to you personally and in everyday selling situations. Written by a thirtyfive-year veteran of marketing and advertising who has worked on major national
brands, this is the ultimate how-to brand-planning book for professionals and
beginners alike. Besides being instructive and full of real-life examples, it is highly
entertaining, as the author recounts experiences he’s had during his long career
as an advertising executive.
Brand Bewitchery is for leaders of purpose-driven brands who seek a proven
system to clarify their brand story, amplify their impact and simplify their life. The
book guides readers through the Story Cycle System(TM) to craft their
overarching brand narrative, a process that has grown business by as much as
600 percent. But how you tell your story is critical to success. Brand Bewitchery
also includes two dynamic story structures. Readers will learn the And, But &
Therefore foundational narrative framework to focus all of their messaging for
more compelling communications. Plus, they will apply the Five Primal Elements
of a short story to create a big impact. Brand Bewitchery features 12 precise
story quests: individual and team-building exercises that help the brand creator
find, craft and tell true stories that sell. These real-life stories not only support
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their new brand narrative crafted within these pages but ensure their content
hacks through the noise to hook the hearts of their customers. When finished
with this guide book, readers will have revealed their most powerful stories for
their personal brand to grow their influence and their business brand to generate
a measurable increase in sales while increasing the productivity of their people
and enhancing lives in the communities they serve. The storytelling structures in
Brand Bewitchery, tested over more than a decade through hundreds of
businesses and the thousands of people, simply help leaders excel through the
stories they tell.
Market innovation has long been dominated by the worldview of engineers and
economists--build a better mousetrap and the world will take notice. The most
influential strategy books--such as Competing for the Future, The Innovator's
Dilemma, and Blue Ocean Strategy--argue that innovation should focus on
breakthrough functionality. Holt and Cameron challenge this conventional
wisdom. They develop a cultural approach to innovation: champion a better
ideology and the world will take notice. The authors use detailed historical
analyses of the take-offs of Nike, vitaminwater, Marlboro, Starbucks, Jack
Daniel's, Levi's, ESPN, and Ben & Jerry's to build a powerful new theory. They
show how brands in mature categories come to rely upon similar conventional
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brand expressions, leading to what the authors call a cultural orthodoxy.
Historical changes in society threaten this orthodoxy by creating demand for new
culture. Cultural innovations draw upon source material--novel cultural content
lurking in subcultures, social movements, and the media--to develop brands that
respond to this emerging demand, leapfrogging entrenched incumbents. The
authors demonstrate how they have adapted this theory into a step-by-step
cultural strategy model, which they successfully applied to start-ups (Fat Tire
beer), consumer technologies (Clearblue pregnancy tests), under-funded
challengers (Fuse music television), and social enterprises (Freelancer's Union).
Holt and Cameron conclude by explaining why top marketing companies fail at
cultural innovation. Using careful organizational research, the authors
demonstrate that companies are trapped in the brand bureaucracy, which
systematically derails innovation. Cultural innovation requires a new
organizational logic. In all of their cases, the authors find that the cultural
innovators have rejected the brand bureaucracy. Written by one of the leading
authorities on brands and marketing in the world today, Cultural Strategy
transforms what has always been treated as the "intuitive" side of branding into a
systematic strategic discipline.
A brand’s meaning—how it resonates in the public heart and mind—is a
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company’s most valuable competitive advantage. Yet, few companies really
know how brand meaning works, how to manage it, and how to use brand
meaning strategically. Written by best-selling author Carol S. Pearson (The Hero
Within) and branding guru Margaret Mark, this groundbreaking book provides the
illusive and compelling answer. Using studies drawn from the experiences of
Nike, Marlboro, Ivory and other powerhouse brands, the authors show that the
most successful brands are those that most effectively correspond to
fundamental patterns in the unconscious mind known as archetypes. The book
provides tools and strategies to: • Implement a proven system for identifying the
most appropriate and leverageable archetypes for any company and/or brand •
Harness the power of the archetype to align corporate strategy to sustain
competitive advantage
Soulful Branding offers practical, expert guidance on how to achieve higher levels
of business success. This is a powerful field guide for discovering and
implementing more effective and innovative branding strategies through a new
brand development toolset, philosophy and process. This book presents a
business problem-solving framework, tied to new perspectives to positively
influence product design, services, brands and companies looking for more
sustainable and defensible differentiation. "This MUST READ book takes you on
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an inspirational journey to the foundations of what great brands do. Successful
marketers must build brands that resonate deeply with their audiences. In these
pages you'll find a practical yet thought-provoking guide to transformational brand
management - how to create an iconic brand that radiates success and
encourages customers to connect soulfully. I recommend it highly!" - Jack
Canfield, Creator of the Chicken Soup for the Soul brand and winner of The
World's Best Brands "Brand Laureate Signature Award" "This book is a deep dive
into the psyche and gestalt of understanding who we are as unique makers, story
tellers and sellers. In short, this book is a must read for anybody who wants to
excel in business." - Tinker Hatfield, Senior VP Design Nike, Inc. "In today's new
business environment if your brand does not have a soul it's dead ! Soulful
Branding is visionary and lays out the future of branding for any business that
plans to be relevant." - Deepak Chopra, Author, Soul of Leadership "Insightful
and engaging, Soulful Branding provides rare glimpses into what makes strong
brands really tick in both theory and practice. This book will help you build better
brands." - Kevin Lane Keller, E.B. Osborn Professor of Marketing, Tuck School of
Business at Dartmouth College, Author, Strategic Brand Management Soulful
Branding reveals how you can employ a new set of tools to take your brand and
company to the next level. Readers will learn how to foster a culture of brand
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innovation, and learn how to: * Detect and overcome business blindspots to solve
difficult marketing problems * Strengthen and harmonize your internal company
culture * Enhance your internal creative process for strengthening the brand
About the Authors: Jerome Conlon is a leading brand and business development
consultant, focused on helping companies and brands implement innovative,
soulful and iconic branding strategies and plans. Moses Ma is a technology
thought leader, an innovation consultant and manages a high-tech venture
incubator. Langdon Morris is a leading innovation consultant, and focuses on
helping organization implement the world's best innovation methods and tools to
solve very complex problems.
This book offers a rare chance to read what graphic designers feel about their
education and profession. Fifty influential designers give the low-down about their
student days and their professional lives. A piece of their college work is shown
alongside an example of current work. Each designer also offers a key piece of
advice and a warning, making this a must-read for anyone embarking on a career
in design. The book looks at the process a designer goes through in finding their
'voice'. Topics addressed include how ideas are researched and developed;
design and other cultural influences, then and now; positive and negative aspects
of working as a designer; motivations for becoming a designer; and whether it's
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really possible to teach design. Contributors include Stefan Sagmeister, James
Goggin, Karlssonwilker, Studio Dumbar, Cornel Windlin, Daniel Eatock, Spin,
Hyperkit and Christian Küsters.
Meaning matters.It's why consumers buy from brands. Successful brands mean
something and can communicate that meaning effectively.How do you create
meaning for your brand? Through the power of stories.Storyategy describes a six
step process which will help you to unlock the power of your brand with a storybased branding strategy.This book contains powerful ideas on how to discover,
define and live a brand story.Begin your brand transformation today with
Storyategy.
Achieve Breakthrough Productivity and Quality with MDD and Eclipse-Based
DSLs Domain-specific languages (DSLs) and model-driven development (MDD)
offer software engineers powerful new ways to improve productivity, enhance
quality, and insulate systems from rapid technological change. Now, there’s a
pragmatic, start-to-finish guide to creating DSLs and using MDD techniques with
the powerful open source Eclipse platform. In Eclipse Modeling Project, Richard
C. Gronback illuminates both the principles and techniques software
professionals need to master, offering insights that will be invaluable to
developers working with any tool or platform. As coleader of the Eclipse Modeling
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Project, Gronback is singularly well-positioned to demonstrate DSLs and MDD at
work in Eclipse. Gronback systematically introduces each of the Eclipse
technologies that can be used in DSL and MDD development. Throughout, he
introduces key concepts and technologies in the context of a complete worked
example and presents new best practices and never-before published
techniques. He also covers Eclipse projects discussed in no other book, including
Query/View/Transformation (QVT) and the Graphical Modeling Framework
(GMF)—a project the author personally leads. Eclipse Modeling Project gives
software practitioners all the knowledge they need to explore the remarkable
potential of DSLs and MDD—and includes coverage of Why a model-based
approach enables the rapid customization of high-quality solutions within the
product line paradigm How the Eclipse Modeling Project’s capabilities can be
used to efficiently create new DSLs Powerful techniques for developing DSL
abstract syntax, graphical notation, and textual syntax How to build Model-toModel (M2M) and Model-to-Text (M2T) transformations—including a powerful new
M2M implementation of the Object Management Group’s QVT Operational
Mapping Language (OML) Efficiently packaging and deploying DSLs with Eclipse
Complete reference sections for the Graphical Editing Framework (GEF), GMF
runtime and tooling, QVT OML, Xpand, and more
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Examines myths and folk tales from around the world in an attempt to understand
the symbolism of the hero as it appears in the mythologies and religions of
mankind.
This book provides a consistent and holistic managerial approach to product
management and presents a practical and comprehensive methodology (roles,
processes, tasks, and deliverables) that covers all aspects of product
management. It helps students of product management, product management
practitioners, product management organizations, and corporations understand
the value, theory, and implementation of product management. It outlines a
practical approach to clarify role definitions, identify responsibilities, define
processes and deliverables, and improve the ability to communicate with
stakeholders. The book details the fundamentals of the Blackblot Product
Manager's Toolkit® (PMTK) product management methodology, a globally
adopted best practice.
Retail Marketing and Branding, 2nd Edition looks at how retailers can make more
out of their marketing money with retail best practices in branding and marketing
spend optimization. The second edition of Retail Marketing and Branding
includes the following updates: * New and updated case examples * Updated
figures and examples throughout * New interviewers with recent experiences *
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Additional chapters
This one-of-a-kind book reveals the secrets of a story's power to persuade,
inspire, influence, and to teach. • Shows how to use the power of story to get
your message across in any medium or venue • Explores the convergence of the
neural science of story with the art of communication to reveal the power of
words • Provides tips, techniques, and strategies for structuring your stories for
the most impact • Reveals the common communication pitfalls to avoid
Until this book was written, the phrase "brands are stories" was merely a
marketing cliché. Having delved into how stories influence our behavior,
however, the author asserts that the association between stories and brands
deserves far more than that stock phrase.Among the many books about branding
directed toward marketing and advertising practitioners and students, none is like
StoryBranding. Modeled after the way stories work, this book provides a unique
planning process for creating authentic brand identities. It also reveals a number
of concealed traps that other branding approaches often overlook.Drawing on the
persuasive power of stories, the author argues that a great deal of wasted effort
is put into creating advertising messages that do too much "telling" and too little
"showing." To help brands resonate with their audiences, the author takes you
step-by-step through StoryBranding's six C's-a process that shows how to
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approach the development of all brand communications the way story writers
approach their characters, plots, and themes. He includes sample "Story Briefs"
and "I AM" statements that help brands achieve a greater degree of authenticity
than traditional creative or brand briefs have.
The 2020 Porchlight Marketing & Sales Book of the Year The cofounder and
chief branding officer of Red Antler, the branding and marketing company for
startups and new ventures, explains how hot new brands like Casper, Allbirds,
Sweetgreen, and Everlane build devoted fan followings right out of the gate.
We're in the midst of a startup revolution, with new brands popping up every day,
taking over our Instagram feeds and vying for our affection. Every category is up
for grabs, and traditional brands are seeing their businesses erode as hundreds
of small companies encroach on their territory, each hoping to become the next
runaway success. But it's not enough to have a great idea, or a cool logo. Emily
Heyward founded Red Antler, the Brooklyn based brand and marketing company,
to help entrepreneurs embed brand as a driver of business success from the
beginning. In Obsessed, Heyward outlines the new principles of what it takes to
build and launch a brand that has people queuing up to buy it on opening day.
She takes you behind the scenes of the creation of some of today's hottest new
brands, showing you: • How Casper was able to upend the mattress industry by
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building a beloved brand where none had existed before • How the dating app
Hinge won a fanatical user base and great word-of-mouth with the promise that
the app was "designed to be deleted" • Why luggage startup Away, now valued
at $1.4 billion, could build their brand around love of travel by launching with just
one product--a hard-shell carry-on suitcase--rather than a whole range of
luggage offerings. Whether you're starting a new business, launching a new
product line, or looking to refresh a brand for a new generation of customers,
Obsessed shows you why the old rules of brand-building no longer apply, and
what really works for today's customers.
A cross-disciplinary reference of design. Pairs common design concepts with
examples that illustrate them in practice.
Branding has reached a new frontier. In the future brands will have to appeal to
more than one or two of the classic five senses. Branding expert Neil Gains
shows both the science and the practical applications of how this can be done,
and links symbolism and storytelling to sensory experience in brand marketing.
Drawing on the latest research and design thinking he shows how brands can
link storytelling archetypes and symbolism to customer experience to build a
multi-sense phenomenon,. This groundbreaking book provides innovative
branding tools for evaluating where a brand is on the sensory and storytelling
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scale, analyzing its potential and giving it a clear pathway to optimizing its unique
sensory appeal.
Archetypes in Branding: A Toolkit for Creatives and Strategists offers a highly
participatory approach to brand development. Combined with a companion deck
of sixty original archetype cards, this kit will give you a practical tool to: Reveal
your brand's motivations, how it moves in the world, what its trigger points are
and why it attracts certain customers. Forge relationships with the myriad
stakeholders that affect your business. Empower your team to access their
creativity and innovate with integrity. Readers will use this tool over and over
again to inform and enliven brand strategy, and to create resonant and authentic
communications. For more information visit www.archetypesinbranding.com.
Archetypes at WorkTM is a new cutting-edge method to assess and develop
people and organizations to become fit for the future. Archetypes are underlying
patterns of human nature and experience.
DON'T CALL IT THAT is a step-by-step workbook that will guide you through the
naming process. A Hundred Monkeys Creative Director, Eli Altman, will help you
develop attention grabbing names that speak to your audience and establish the
seed of your brand.
If you hate making money and the feeling of a mind-blowing, toe curling orgasmPage 14/29
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stay far away from this book. In "Branding is Sex," brand dominatrix Deb Gabor
explains how proper brand positioning gets your customers in the mood. In just
seven short and sweet chapters, Deb covers these juicy topics and more: How
the most successful brands in the world get their customers laid How to never fail
The Bullshit Test Who your brand should hop in the sack with (and it's not who
you think) Don't rot in the brand graveyard like Blackberry, Oldsmobile, Circuit
City, Compaq, Blockbuster Video, and Pets.com. Get your sexy back and move
from being "just friends" with your customers to being long-term "friends with
benefits." "Branding is Sex" provides you with a concrete foundation and a basic
how-to plan for building or re-igniting your brand without needing a PhD.
Archetypes in BrandingA Toolkit for Creatives and StrategistsHOW Books
This brand strategy book is a carefully curated collection of the best brandthinking over the last decade or so, adapted specifically for our time. Use it to
position your brand and to stand out amongst the competition. Give your brand a
personality people can identify with. Give folks good reason to stay loyal, and to
support and cheer on your brand's next project. Strong brands are more
profitable, attract the best talent, and are highly valued. This book is a toolbox for
everyone who sees the value of digging a little deeper, to aim much higher.
Monna Nordhagen is Nordic Strategy Director of Scandinavian Design Group,
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serial entrepreneur and voracious reader. She holds an MBA from the Norwegian
Business School BI and has more than three decades worth of experience within
business strategy, brand building, sales and management. Monna is also a highly
sought after presenter with a passion for innovation, brands and
entrepreneurship, speaking regularly at conferences and events. Kirsti Rogne
has worked with international brands in the intersecting fields of marketing and
communication for well over a decade; including as a Client Director and
Copywriter for Scandinavian Design Group. She holds a post graduate degree in
English from the University of Oslo and currently works as a freelance writer,
lecturer and translator.
Brand the Change is a guidebook to build your own brand. It contains 23 tools
and exercises, 14 case studies from change making organisations across the
world and 7 guest essays from experts.
Building Brands & Believers--How to connect with Consumers using Archetypes
"Kent Wertime successfully argues that while products are be,coming more alike,
brands can avoid 'commoditization' by drawing on the rich language of
archetypes to tap into more unconscious and emotional levels that influence
consumer perception and preference. His book provides a highly suggestive
framework for bringing any brand to life."--Philip Kotler, S.C. Johnson
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Distinguished Professor of international Marketing, Kellogg Graduate School of
Management, Northwestern University "Building Brands and Believers offers
striking new insights ino the ways in which companies connect with consumers.
Kent Wertime's profound experience in marketing-across many products and
regions of the world-has resulted in an intriguing and highly persuasive model,
based on twelve simple archetypes. This highly original and thought-provoking
book make an important new contribution to the branding debate."--Simon
Anholt, Consultant and Author of Another one Bites The Grass "A must-read for
all marketers who value and apply consumer insights in thier decision making.
Kent Wertime skillfully captures the connections between brands and the users'
minds with simplicity and clarity."--Michael Tan, Senior Director of Marketing,
Tricon Restaurants International Asia Franchise "Kent Wertime is one of the most
stimulating thinkers I've worked with. I am recommending this book as a superb
analysis of how modern communication works. Buy it and learn how to build a
brand."--John Goodman, President, OgilvyOne Asia-Pacific "Brands are woven
into the fabric of popular cultures the world over. By analyzing how brands
connect with consumers, Building Brands & Believers shows how companies can
communicate their brand and company images more effectively to create value
and achieve superior business results."--Malcolm Sullivan, Marketing Director,
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China Mid-Pacific Region, FedEx "Kent Wertime provides valuable insights on
how companies can use archetypes to enhance their brands. This book will
change many readers' views about the way to create effective images and
communication."--Joerg Ohle, Regional Director, Bayer Health Care Asia Pacific
A revised new edition of the bestselling toolkit for creating, building, and
maintaining a strong brand From research and analysis through brand strategy,
design development through application design, and identity standards through
launch and governance, Designing Brand Identity, Fourth Edition offers brand
managers, marketers, and designers a proven, universal five-phase process for
creating and implementing effective brand identity. Enriched by new case studies
showcasing successful world-class brands, this Fourth Edition brings readers up
to date with a detailed look at the latest trends in branding, including social
networks, mobile devices, global markets, apps, video, and virtual brands.
Features more than 30 all-new case studies showing best practices and worldclass Updated to include more than 35 percent new material Offers a proven,
universal five-phase process and methodology for creating and implementing
effective brand identity
Creating a brand identity is a fascinating and complex challenge for the graphic
designer. It requires practical design skills and creative drive as well as an
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understanding of marketing and consumer behaviour. This practical handbook is
a comprehensive introduction to this multifaceted process. Exercises and
examples highlight the key activities undertaken by designers to create a
successful brand identity, including defining the audience, analyzing competitors,
creating mood boards, naming brands, designing logos, presenting to clients,
rebranding and launching the new identity. Case studies throughout the book are
illustrated with brand identities from around the world, including a diverse range
of industries – digital media, fashion, advertising, product design, packaging,
retail and more.
Four distinct cultural shifts have changed the way over 160MM consumers now
expect to interact with brands. These shifts have created a new model for
engaging consumers. This model shows readers how to build brand currency and
turn static marketing efforts into dynamic and engaging consumer interaction.
Fast Company, the world’s leading business media brand, offers a comprehensive and vibrant
look at the way design has permeated all areas of life and work Design has become a critical
part of doing business in today’s economy. Some of the most innovative companies in
tech—Apple, Airbnb, Google, Tesla, and many more—have made human-centered design a
hallmark of their brands. From fashion to architecture to office plans, and from digital
processes to artisanal craftsmanship, design is having a moment in business. Or maybe
business is finally having its design moment. Fast Company Innovation by Design highlights
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the people, companies, and trends that have steadily advanced design to the forefront of the
business conversation. Drawing from Fast Company’s vast library of stories that chronicle
innovation in technology, leadership, world-changing ideas, and creativity, this lively book is
urgent reading for any anyone seeking to understand the ways that design is fundamentally
changing and enhancing business and daily life. A focus on “green” and socially conscious
design draws attention to creative solutions to the most pressing concerns we face today.
The co-founder of a brand studio describes how businesses can change their marketing
strategies to describe and promote their brand's story in an effort to appeal to modern
consumers who have become increasingly interested in what a business embodies and
represents. 20,000 first printing.
This deck of 60 archetype cards is the companion tool to the book, Archetypes In Branding: A
Toolkit for Creatives and Strategists. Use them to reveal your brand's motivations, enhance
trust with stakeholders, resolve brand inconsistencies and generate magnetic demand.
Neurobranding explores how neuroscience insights can help you develop highly effective
marketing, brand, communications, shopper marketing and innovation strategies. The author
doesn't focus on market research as most neuromarketing books do, but considers strategic
implications, providing practical insights and guidelines you can use in your own marketing
practice. You will find neuroscience-based strategies for shaping considered purchase
decisions as well as habitual buying, for lifting the effectiveness of marketing communications
in both traditional and digital media, building shopper marketing opportunities into the key
touchpoints along the consumer's path to purchase, and using innovation to disrupt
conventional marketing strategies. The first edition of Neurobranding was shortlisted by
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European Expert Marketer Magazine as one of the Best Marketing Books in 2013. This second
edition has not only been updated and aligned with the latest neuroscience research, it also
offers extensive new material, including new sections on marketing communications and
shopper marketing. This book will be useful for anyone creating, contributing to, evaluating, or
approving strategic marketing initiatives and programs.Here are some of the comments by
reviewers of the first edition:“Honestly, once I'd started the book I couldn't put it down. The
author uses examples to illustrate his point and he manages to make a complex issue easy
and enjoyable to read. If you're interested in brands and what makes them tick, this is a really
good read and reference tool.” Executive Chairman, leading ad agency network“This book is
for those who are interested in improving the effectiveness of marketing with the precision of a
scalpel. If you have an interest in or think you know branding, you really need to read this
book.” Senior Partner, Legal Practice“[This book] is written for the marketing practitioner and
avoids medical terminology. I believe this is the most advanced book on neurobranding
available today.” Regional Chairman, leading media agency group“From habitual buying to
considered purchase decisions, managing expectations to disruptive innovation the author
visits some of the marketing challenges many marketers wrestle with, providing new
perspectives and solutions based on neuroscience research.” Start-up entrepreneur “The
strategic perspective is what sets this book apart – it doesn't focus on how to improve an ad,
but rather on how to lift the effectiveness of the whole campaign.” Advertising agency
executive
"Beloved Brands is a book every CMO or would-be CMO should read." Al Ries With Beloved
Brands, you will learn everything you need to know so you can build a brand that your
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consumers will love. You will learn how to think strategically, define your brand with a
positioning statement and a brand idea, write a brand plan everyone can follow, inspire smart
and creative marketing execution, and be able to analyze the performance of your brand
through a deep-dive business review. Marketing pros and entrepreneurs, this book is for you.
Whether you are a VP, CMO, director, brand manager or just starting your marketing career, I
promise you will learn how to realize your full potential. You could be in brand management
working for an organization or an owner-operator managing a branded business. Beloved
Brands provides a toolbox intended to help you every day in your job. Keep it on your desk and
refer to it whenever you need to write a brand plan, create a brand idea, develop a creative
brief, make advertising decisions or lead a deep-dive business review. You can even pass on
the tools to your team, so they can learn how to deliver the fundamentals needed for your
brands. This book is also an excellent resource for marketing professors, who can use it as an
in-class textbook to develop future marketers. It will challenge communications agency
professionals, who are looking to get better at managing brands, including those who work in
advertising, public relations, in-store marketing, digital advertising or event marketing. "Most
books on branding are really for the MARCOM crowd. They sound good, but you find it's all
fluff when you try to take it from words to actions. THIS BOOK IS DIFFERENT! Graham does a
wonderful job laying out the steps in clear language and goes beyond advertising and social
media to show how branding relates to all aspects of GENERAL as well as marketing
management. Make no mistake: there is a strong theoretical foundation for all he says...but he
spares you the buzzwords. Next year my students will all be using this book." Kenneth B. (Ken)
Wong, Queen's University If you are an entrepreneur who has a great product and wants to
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turn it into a brand, you can use this book as a playbook. These tips will help you take full
advantage of branding and marketing, and make your brand more powerful and more
profitable. You will learn how to think, define, plan, execute and analyze, and I provide every
tool you will ever need to run your brand. You will find models and examples for each of the
four strategic thinking methods, looking at core strength, competitive, consumer and situational
strategies. To define the brand, I will provide a tool for writing a brand positioning statement as
well as a consumer profile and a consumer benefits ladder. I have created lists of potential
functional and emotional benefits to kickstart your thinking on brand positioning. We explore
the step-by-step process to come up with your brand idea and bring it all together with a tool
for writing the ideal brand concept. For brand plans, I provide formats for a long-range brand
strategy roadmap and the annual brand plan with definitions for each planning element. From
there, I show how to build a brand execution plan that includes the creative brief, innovation
process, and sales plan. I provide tools for how to create a brand calendar and specific project
plans. To grow your brand, I show how to make smart decisions on execution around creative
advertising and media choices. When it comes time for the analytics, I provide all the tools you
need to write a deep-dive business review, looking at the marketplace, consumer, channels,
competitors and the brand. Write everything so that it is easy to follow and implement for your
brand. My promise to help make you smarter so you can realize your full potential.
Get the Knowledge Without the College! You are a writer. You dream of sharing your words
with the world, and you're willing to put in the hard work to achieve success. You may have
even considered earning your MFA, but for whatever reason--tuition costs, the time
commitment, or other responsibilities--you've never been able to do it. Or maybe you've been
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looking for a self-guided approach so you don't have to go back to school. This book is for you.
DIY MFA is the do-it-yourself alternative to a Master of Fine Arts in creative writing. By
combining the three main components of a traditional MFA--writing, reading, and community--it
teaches you how to craft compelling stories, engage your readers, and publish your work.
Inside you'll learn how to: • Set customized goals for writing and learning. • Generate ideas on
demand. • Outline your book from beginning to end. • Breathe life into your characters. •
Master point of view, voice, dialogue, and more. • Read with a "writer's eye" to emulate the
techniques of others. • Network like a pro, get the most out of writing workshops, and submit
your work successfully. Writing belongs to everyone--not only those who earn a degree. With
DIY MFA, you can take charge of your writing, produce high-quality work, get published, and
build a writing career.
Do you really know what makes you unique? And how to work it? Own it? Bring it? Well lucky
for you, we do. And we have the playbook to show you exactly how to thrive in business, life,
and relationships. Take the Brand Boss personality test to reveal your specific archetype and
how this acumen applies to your life, your relationships, your career and your company. Are
you a Catalyst, Coach or Crusader? Optimist or a Woo-er? Maven or Mastermind? Poet or a
Prodigy? Just like there are 12 Astrological Signs, we share the 12 Personality Archetypes and
then help you drill down to unlock yours. We’ll also introduce you to female entrepreneurs who
embody each particular archetype—an “InfluenceHER”—to personally share their kick-ass
success stories and inspire you to unleash your talents, brains, and vision to confidently strike
out on your own. Little Brand Book offers support, tools and lessons to help women succeed in
business and to create abundance for yourself, your family, your company, your employees
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and your customers.
The first step-by-step guidebook for successful innovation planning Unlike other books on the
subject, 101 Design Methods approaches the practice of creating new products, services, and
customer experiences as a science, rather than an art, providing a practical set of collaborative
tools and methods for planning and defining successful new offerings. Strategists, managers,
designers, and researchers who undertake the challenge of innovation, despite a lack of
established procedures and a high risk of failure, will find this an invaluable resource. Novices
can learn from it; managers can plan with it; and practitioners of innovation can improve the
quality of their work by referring to it.
Mirko Ilic has a reputation as a rebel, but his iconoclasm is matched with tremendous gifts as
an illustrator, a designer, and an educator. Ilic is a visionary and a leading voice of visual
culture across disciplines and continents. This visual biography of one of the most prolific and
distinguished designers of the last half century traces Ilic's formative years as a precocious
youth in Yugoslavia during the Communist-bloc era; his early illustrations for comic books and
magazines; and his eventual move to the United States, where he quickly achieved notoriety
as the art director of Time magazine's international edition and The New York Times' op-ed
pages. As a designer, Ilic has constantly pushed his craft to new limits, experimenting and
reinventing himself at every turn. Throughout his illustrious career, Ilic has collaborated with
design luminaries like Steven Heller and Milton Glaser. He has designed album covers for
Rage Against the Machine, created film titles for You've Got Mail, and written or designed a
number of books, including Genius Moves, The Design of Dissent, The Anatomy of Design,
and Stop Think Go Do. He has taught advanced design classes at Cooper Union with Milton
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Glaser and now teaches illustration at the School of Visual Arts. His studio, Mirko Ilic Corp.,
has received awards from the Society of Publication Designers, the Art Directors Club, I.D.,
Print, and HOW.

For many designers, creating things by hand is a reaction to too much computerbased design. Since the first Fingerprint was published, ideas that were once on
the fringe have begun to thrive in the mainstream. From typography and
illustration to book-making and film titles, elements of handcraft have soaked into
everyday life. Fingerprint No. 2 reflects the evolution of those ideas. In this
second volume, you’ll still find plenty of projects created entirely without the aid
of computer technology. But you’ll also discover how designers are beginning to
incorporate the two aesthetics—handmade and digital—in order to best
communicate their message. A third, hybrid aesthetic is emerging, one that
marries the technologies of the past and future into a vibrant, exciting present.
Look inside to discover 133 projects and exclusive visual essays from leading
designers, including Robynne Raye, Stefan Bucher and Christian Helms. These
pieces of work prove that handmade elements are not only vital to excellent
design, but often result in exceptional design. Listen for the pulse, which cannot
be faked, forged, or falsified. Look for the finger print. It is the key to design’s
success.
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Cultural Writing. Art. Design. This collection, developed by the creative team at
Chen Design Associates, proposes 100 practical suggestions for realizing peace
based on Dr. Krieger's list, 100 Ideas for a More Peaceful World. The
juxtaposition of text with 200 pages of full-color illustrations and photographic
imagery creates a visually rich, conceptually layered volume that will challenge
readers to rethink previous perceptions and reexamine their roles as members of
an extended community. Both simple and complex, PEACE: 100 IDEAS provides
manageable solutions that engender hope, illuminate potential, and aspire to lay
the groundwork, one idea at a time, for a reconciled world.
The world knows Jack London as a writer who lived his own real-life adventures.
But there are some parts of his life that have remained hidden for many years,
things even he couldn’t set down in writing. Terrifying, mysterious, bizarre, and
magical—these are the Secret Journeys of Jack London. Clinging to life after he is
captured in an attack by savage pirates, Jack is unprepared for what he faces at
the hands of the crew and their charismatic, murderous captain, Ghost. For these
mariners are not mortal men but hungry beasts chasing gold and death across
the North Pacific. Jack’s only hope lies with Sabine—a sad, sultry captive of
Ghost’s insatiable hunger. But on these waters, nothing is as it seems, and
Sabine may be hiding dangerous secrets of her own. The second installment in
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the adventures of the young Jack London is a masterpiece of tension and
emotion. Christopher Golden and Tim Lebbon, along with illustrator Greg Ruth,
have crafted a tale for readers of all ages, an action-packed, romantic, and
suspenseful descent into the darkest desires of men and beasts and the hell that
awaits them.
Welcome to a brand-new way of thinking about branding. The Physics of Brand is
an exploration of how brands evolve in time and space. Drawing on experience
working with companies such as Patagonia, General Mills, Target, and more, this
book provides an exciting new systems approach to branding. By focusing on
how brands and people actually interrelate, you'll gain a new perspective on
brand growth and interaction. Complete with case studies to illustrate these
concepts and Thought Experiments to get you thinking conceptually, The Physics
of Brand is your new textbook on brand theory.
Innovation principles to bring about meaningful and sustainablegrowth in your
organization Using a list of more than 2,000 successful innovations,including
Cirque du Soleil, early IBM mainframes, the Ford Model-T,and many more, the
authors applied a proprietary algorithm anddetermined ten meaningful
groupings—the Ten Types ofInnovation—that provided insight into innovation. The
TenTypes of Innovation explores these insights to diagnosepatterns of innovation
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within industries, to identify innovationopportunities, and to evaluate how firms
are performing againstcompetitors. The framework has proven to be one of the
mostenduring and useful ways to start thinking abouttransformation. Details how
you can use these innovation principles to bringabout meaningful—and
sustainable—growth within yourorganization Author Larry Keeley is a world
renowned speaker, innovationconsultant, and president and co-founder of Doblin,
the innovationpractice of Monitor Group; BusinessWeek named Keeley one of
sevenInnovation Gurus who are changing the field The Ten Types of Innovation
concept has influenced thousands ofexecutives and companies around the world
since its discovery in1998. The Ten Types of Innovation is the first
bookexplaining how to implement it.
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